VENNESTRAAT LISSE/HOLLAND

COMPARE PRICES AND QUALITY WITH EVERYONE
ELSE AND FIND OUT THAT DUTCH GARDENS
FLOWER BULBS ARE YOUR BEST BUY!

Features for fall '95
The most popular varieties,
chosen by our customers,
are featured on pages 3 to 5
A Giant Dutch Iris Wile Ribbon'
'Blue Ribbon' is considered the world's best variety of Iris! The beauty of
the purple-blue robust flowers is timeless. Very attractive in the border
and an excellent cut flower too. Thanks to an abundant crop we can offer
these at a reduced price!
16-18", EC3 June, topsize bulbs: 9 cm. up circ,, zone 5-9, 14 3",

# 1 25 for$4.75I#2 50 for $ 8.75 / # 3 100 for $ 15.75
B Trumpet Narcissus 'Golden Harvest' (Improved King Alfred)
Years of hybridizing have resulted in this variety having even better
characteristics than the famous 'King Alfred' Narcissus. This variety
combines all the good qualities of a Narcissus, like good naturalizing
qualities and a long 'vase-life'. To get acquainted with this 'winner', we
offer it at a special, discounted price!
early spring, buibsize No, 2: LAN HI, zone 3-9, ki—N 6", 116-18",

# 144 25 for $ 9.75 # 145 50 for $ 18.75
# 146 100 for $ 34.75

C Rainbow Mixture (Darwin Tulips)
A dazzling mixture of finest late spring flowering Tulips.
Constant new shapes and colors. ideal for flower arrangements
and gardens in warmer climatic zones.
28-30", E3 late spring, topsize bulbs: 12 cm. up circ., zone 3-9,
4-5", * = • y

#118 50 for $ 18.75 # 119 100 for $ 35.50

LC Grape Hyacinths (Muscari armeniacum)
Indispensable in the garden! These heavenly blue flowers look
great in the border where they integrate wonderfully with many
other spring flowering bulbs. Excellent for -naturalizing! This
special price enables you to create your own 'heavenly effect' by
planting lots of them. :4-6", ED early spring, bulb size: 8/9 cm.
circ., zone 3-9, H—Pi 2", 0 • y

# 231 25 for $ 3.75
#232 50 for $ 6.75
# 233 100 for $ 12.00

SAVE MONEY,
BUY LARGER
QUANTITIES

17 Peony Tulip Angelique
The tender beauty of this elegant soft pink variety
is unsurpassed. One of our bestsellers! Their
resemblence with Peonies and soft pink color
makes this variety very attractive. Also perform
well in warmer climatic zones.
I 18-20", C3 late spring, topsize bulbs: 12 cm. up
circ.„ zone 3-9,
4-5",
*

# 130 10 for $ 4.75 / # 131 50 for $ 22.75
F' Large-cupped Narcissus 'Ice Follies'
One of the 'early bloomers' of all Daffodils and
Narcissi. The flowers start with a creamy yellow
cup which changes into white during the flowering
period. The strong growth makes it a perfect variety
for naturalizing which will perform year after year!
:16-18",
early spring, no. 2 bulbs: Dl
zone 3-9,
6", 0
H11

#163 25 for $ 7.25
# 164 50 for $ 12.75
# 165 100 for $ 24.00

MOST
POPULAR
NARCISS
US!

No spring feeling without
the freshness of Daffodils!
Characteristics
of all narcissi
on these 2 pages:

•

e zone 3-9
• good for naturalizing
• Spacing: 5 - 6"

A Large-Cupped
Narcissus 'Juanita'
This lovely bright colored creation is
truly a miracle. A strong and robust
variety that blooms very early. Perfect
for naturalizing as well as for cut
flower-use. I16-18", ® early spring,
topsize bulbs: DN I.

#162 5 for $ 3.75
D. 'Mixed Colors'
Nei

D Daffodils & Narcissi 'Mixed Colors'
A splendid mixture of many kinds, especially selected for
their beauty and naturalizing purposes. The special price
makes it possible to plant plenty for an overwhelming
spectacle. 116-18", C3 early & mid spring, bulbsize: DI \T Ill

# 169 25 for $ 9.75 /# 170 50 for $ 18.75
# 171 100 for $ 34.75

jLarge-Cupped Narcissus 'Carlton'
A great performer with excellent naturalizing capacities. Now offered at a special price,
which makes it possible to plant attractive groups or to pick flowers for a fresh spring
bouquet. ;T 16-18", ED early spring, buibsize DN III

Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Barrett Browning'
A pure white narcissus with a prominent geranium
red center that stands out from a far distance. It is one
of the loveliest whites to bloom in early spring. Perfect
for naturalizing purposes. 1L1-16", EC3 early spring,
topsize bulbs: Dl I

# 158 25 for $ 9.75 # 159 50 for $ 18.75 # 160 100 for $ 3415

#166 15 for $ 9.75
'1111111111F
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C. 'Barrett Browning'

:.!

Daffodil 'Mount Hood'
This old-time classic is still
a favorite and heavily in
demand year after year.
When the flower opens up,
it is at first creamy yellow,
and when the growth
matures, the flower turns into
iAlhite. The fresh color
lightens up dark spots in
your garden. 116-18",
C3 early spring, topsize
bulbs: DN I

I F.

..:!.•

'Mont Hood'

# 149 5 for $ 4.45
#150 15 for $ 12.50

At special
rate!

ON:DW
atuftedifigf
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Daffodil bulb sizes
ON I: Topsize
(2-3 flowers per bulb)
ON II: First size
(1-2 flowers per bulb)
DN III: Second size
(1 flower per bulb)
The largest bulbs also r•oduc
the largest flowers.

1 F Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Salome'

This narcissus looks smashing with its exceptional pink color. When it
first unfolds, the trumpet is lovely yellow-apricot which will gradually
change to soft pink. Plant this variety in a shaded or partially shaded
area, as full sunlight will turn the trumpet pale.
114-16" mid spring, topsize bulbs: DN. I
#156 5 for $ 3.75/## 157 15 for $ 10.75

1Daffodil 'Unsurpassable*
A much improved King Alfred type.
One of the largest and brightest
yellow daffodils, with several large
flowers from one bulb (twice the
size of King Alfred!), Excellent
performers in flower arrangements,
1 6-18", ED early spring,
topsize bulbs: ON I
if 1.5.3 5 for $ 3.75

# 154 15 for $ 10.75

:•. •

A Tazetta Narcissus 'Geranium'
Multi-flowering Narcissus with pure white petals and a bright
orange center. Highly praised for its beauty and naturalizing
capability. iA 12-14",
mid spring, topsize bulbs: DN I,
zone 3-9,
Oo•y

# 179 5 for $ 3.45 # 180 25 for $ 15.75
B Triandrus Narcissus 'Quail'
2 to 3 longlasting, golden-yellow, flowers on one stem! They
create a perfect natural effect when planted in drifts in wooded
mid spring,
areas where they will naturalize easily. 112-14"
Topsize bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9,
5-6"
e',') •

#172 10 for $ 4.90

# 173 25 for $ 11 75

et

C Split-Corona Narcissi Mixed Colors (Butterfly Narcissi)

Mixture of the best varieties in Split-Corona Narcissi. Those who want to grow
something special should not omit to order these frilly and long lasting Narcissi.

1 B. 'Quail'
F

# 178 25 for $ 11.75
.

D Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Romance'
A stylish Daffodil! The elegant apricot trumpet against a
background of creamy white petals makes a very attractive
combination. 114-16",
mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN
zone 3-9,1— 5-6", • y
# 161 5 for $ 3.75

Daffodil 'Las Vegas'
The best performing of the bi-color daffodils. A charmer with
large flowers on sturdy stems. Highly recommended! :16-18",
mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN 1, zone 3-9,1— 5-6", 0 •

# 151 5 for $ 3.751 # 152 15 for $ 10.75
E Peach Collection
Ti peach is your favorite color, you can now create a beautiful spring garden hi
all tones of this popular color. This carefully selected collection of favorite bulbs
also makes a perfect gift! When planted close together, this collection fills a bed
of 10 square feet. This collection includes:
5 Tulips 'Corsage'
5 Tulips 'Fritz Kreisler'
10 Tulips 'Bestseller'
10 Tulips 'Apricot Beauty'
5 Narcissi 'Petit Four'

5 Narcissi 'Romance'
5 Narcissi 'Salome'
5 Hyacinths 'Gipsy Queen'

# 293 50 bulbs for $ 31.75
:••

Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Pink Pride'
A delicate beauty with a subtle peach edged cup. It is most
beautiful against a green background of evergreens and early
perennials or shrubs.:16-18", E23 mid spring, Topsize bulbs:
DN I, zone 3-9,1— 5-6", 0 0 •

# 168 5 for $ 3.75
Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Fortissimo'
Without doubt the largest narcissus in existence! The
huge flowers are extremely longlasting. We highly
recommend this golden-yellow variety with its orangered center. :16-18", C3 mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN
Largest of all, zone 3-9,F-45-6", o •

# 147 5 for $ 3.75
# 148 15 for $ 10.75
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•

B Poeticus Narcissus 'Actaed (Pheasant Eye)
One of the oldest and most famous narcissi. The graceful
flowers are truly beautiful. It is an excellent variety for
naturalizing.
16-18", EC3 mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9,
5-6",
0•

#176 5 for $ 4.75
, A Cyclarnineus Narcissus 'Tete a Tete'
Famous multi-flowering narcissus which blooms extremely early in the spring.
A longer lasting variety (a month or longer!) is hard to find. Blooms at the same
time as Grape Hyacinths and Crocuses. Very good naturalizer.
6-8", ED early spring, Topsize bulbs, zone 4-9, id—m 5", 0
•

# 187 10 for $ 4.951 # 188 25 for $ 11.75 / # 189 50 for $ 22.50
Large-Cupped Narcissus 'Johann Strauss'
A very large cupped daffodil on which the orange cup contrasts
beautifully with the pearly white petals. Enjoy the good lasting
qualities for many years to come. I 14-16", ED mid spring, Topsize
bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9, —15-6"
•X

# 155 15 for $ 9.75

D Triandrus Narcissus 'Thalia'
Snow-white flowers in multiples of three. This is one of the
varieties which shows its longlasting flowers year after year.
Truly a great performer!
112-14", ED mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9
5-6", 0 •

#174 5for .751#175 15 for $ 10.75

Double Daffodils
- Excellent cut flowers
- Surprisingly long flowering ti
Kj- Double Narcissus
`Petit four'
Exceptionally beautiful!
A nice compact whirl of salmon
petals forms the center.
Lovely as cut flowers and ideal
for naturalizing.
16-18", ED mid spring,
Topsize bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9,
6", 0 • Y.

LI—H

# 177 5 for $ 5.75

Double Narcissus 'Sir Winston Churchill'
An old time favorite, and not without reason,
Excellent variety for naturalizing with no less than
4-5 fragrant flowers per stern!
114-16", mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN I,
zone
5-6", 0
y

F Double Narcissus
'Dick Wilden'
One of the most famous doubles.
The splendid golden-yellow
double flowers have a delicate
heart. Highly recommended for
the border as well as flower
arrangements.
114-16", mid spring, Topsize
bulbs: ON I, zone 3-9, °--H5-6",
• YD

# 183 5 for $ 3.75I# 184 15 for $ 10.75

# 181 5 for $ 3.75

Fl Double Narcissus 'Obdam'
The huge, rose-like flowers are a real showcase in
the garden! This snow-white variety is a gold medal
winner at the Narcissi Contest in Keukenhof,
14-16", ED mid spring, Topsize bulbs: DN I, zone 3-9,
0 -0 • y

Characteristics of the
double Narcissi:

# 182 5 for $ 5.75

• height: 14-16",
spacing: 4-5 "
▪ zone 3-9 0 •
• mid spring flowering

W Double Daffodils Mixed Colors
All the favorite Double Daffodils in one mixture.
A wealth of color and lots of flowers for many years.
Perfect for flower arrangements and naturalizing
purposes in your garden.
114-16", ED mid spring, Bulbsize No.2: DN III,
zone 3-9, w—H 5-6",
0•

# 185 25 for $ 13.50

I. Double Daffodils Mixed Colors

Dwarf Narcissi

Charming little show stoppers
- Excellent for naturalizing
- Ideal for rock gardens and the front of borders

E Naturalizing Collection
The very best naturalizing varieties
united in one collection! Many
seasons of ever-increasing flowers
without any care requirements.
When planted close together, this
collection fills a bed of 21 square feet.
This special collection consists of:

A. lack Snipe'

A 1 Cyclarnineus Narcissus
'Jack Snipe'
Cilte little Daffodils with vivid
yellow cups contrasting the
pure white petals. Perfect for
naturalizing in clusters in rock
gardens and borders. Produces
longlasting flowers in early
spring.

• topsize u bs
• height 6-8"
• spacing: 4-5 "
• zone 4-9

'Minnow'
Multi-flowering ,miniature with
yellow hearts surrounded by
white petals. A lovely
companion for many years in
early spring.

B Jonquilla
Narcissus 'Pipit'
We are happy to present
these little, multi-flowering
charmers. Beautifully
textured variety with
delicate white cups set off
by yellow-white petals.
Naturalizes easily.
Mid spring flowering.

# 192 10 for $ 5.25

# 196 10 for $ 5.25

# 191 1.0 for $ 5.25
C Tazetta Narcissus

50 Crocus Mixed
25 Mitscari anneniamin
25 WoodIvacinths Mixed
10 Tulips praestaris
'Van Tubergenis variety'
25 Chionodoxa tuciliae
25 Anemone blanda Mixed
25 Scilla siberica Blue
10 Snowdrops (Galanthu5 nivalis)
10 Narcissi ll-lawera'
10 Daffodils 'Golden Harvest'

Characteristics of
the Narcissi on
these two pages:

# 292 215 bulbs for $ 49.75
D Cyclarnineus Narcissus ejetfiref
Unique variety with lovely orange-red cups
surrounded by petals which are curved
backwards. A strong performing miniature for a.
special place in your early spring garden.
i

#197 10 for $ 5.25

Lj Double Narcissus 'Ripp van Winkle'

H Triandrus Narcissus 'Ice Wings'
The pure white clusters of flowers on each
stem make this a very popular Dwarf
Narcissus, Perfect for rock gardens and
naturalizing.

Tiny narcissus with double, Aster-like flowers.
Bloom extremely early in the spring, at the same
time as crocuses. Blooms will last a month or
longer!

Jonquilla Narcissus 'Bellsong'
One of the loveliest dwarf narcissi is now
available at Dutch Gardens!
The stock of this lovely contrasting variety is
nevertheless limited, so don't hesitate to order!

# 195 10 for $ 5.25

# 190 1.0 for $ 5.25

# 193 10 for $ 5.25

Dwarf irises
Delightful miniatures for
early spring color

Characteristics of the dwarf
Irises on this page:
• topsize bulbs 5 cm.
(2") up circ.
• height: 4-6" 0 •
• spacing: 2 f.
• very early spring flowering

- Ideal for rock gardens and the front
of borders
- Grow easily in any well-drained soil

1.1m
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Dwarf Iris Mixture
The most beautiful and best
performing Dwarf Irises brought
together in one mixture. A mixture
that provides lots of color for your
'awakening' garden! Zones 5-9.

# 241 25 for $ 4.75
T.] Iris reticulata 'Harmony'
(Dwarf Iris)
Uniqucly, brilliant blue colored
variety for the very early spring. Iris
reticulate is native to the mountains
of the Caucasus and therefore one of
the best species for rock gardens.
Zones 4-9.

#238 15 for $ 3.25
# 239 50 for $ 9.75
K Iris danfordiae (Dwarf Iris)
Well-known herald of new life in
your garden. These Irises carry their
yellow flowers on tiny, but sturdy
stems. Look best when planted
amongst groundcovers or rocks.
Zones 5-9.

# 240 15 for $ 3.25

4 Steps to succesfull container planting!

Use a 6-8" deep terrace container with a
diameter of approximately 12 inches. A larger
container might be too heavy to lift once filled
with soil and bulbs. Put some crocks on the
bottom of this container in order to provide
optimal drainage.

As you can see from the pictures on this page,
the secret of a nice full looking container is the
planting in layers. This way you will have more
flowers over a longer period. in the spring. The
secret is to plant the larger bulbs such as tulips
and daffodils in the first layer of soil.

Nov you cover this layer with soil and plant
smaller bulbs such as Crocus, Anemone blanda,
Puschkinia libanotica, etc. in the following layer.
Many of these bulbs bloom very early in the
spring and while you enjoy your colorful
terrace, the lower layer of bulbs will pop
through the upper layer.

Cover the second layer of bulbs with. soil and
wa ter the container thoroughly so that you will
encourage the bulbs to start growing their roots.
With severe frost we recommend that you.
bring the container into the garage to prevent
the bulbs from freezing, but in milder climates
you. can leave the container outside. Do not
forget to water your container regularly if the
bulbs do not get enough rain.

See the surprising results illustrated in the
following pictures fi
In January you will see the leaves of the bulbs
popping through the soil.

You will enjoy the snowcrocus so early in the
spring. Just after the cold winter months you are
anxious for some color in your garden. These
snow crocuses announce the coming of spring!

Terrace Container Collection
Dutch Gardens has selected the
following fine flower bulbs for
the pictured collection:
5 Fosteriana Tulips
`Red Emperor'
10 Narcissi 'Tete a Tete'
10 Giant Crocus 'Flower Record'
10 Snow Crocus 'Blue Pearl'
15 P-uschkinia libanotica
Zone 4-8,

# 218 50 bulbs
for $ 12.75
ViARCH STAGE

Now also the larger crocuses are in full bloom
as well as the Tete a Tete Narcissi. A very
attractive color combination!
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Finally the Emperor tulips burst into full bloom and form a lovely
combination with the Puschkinia and the dwarf narcissi. Such a
planting will provide you with flowers all spring long.
When the last flowers have faded, you can plant Begonias, Geraniums
or Impatiens in this terrace container.

